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Abstract
The quantum space-time and the phase space of massive particles with
Fuzzy Geometry structure investigated as the possible quantization formalism.
In this model the state of nonrelativistic particlem corresponds to the element
of fuzzy ordered set (Foset) - fuzzy point. Due to its partial ordering m
space coordinate x acquires principal uncertainty σx. It’s shown that Fuzzy
Mechanics (FM) in 1+1 dimension is equivalent to the path integral formalism
of nonrelativistic Quantum Mechanics.
1 Introduction
The properties of quantum space-time and its relation to Quantum Mechanics (QM)
axiomatics is actively discussed now from the different angles [1, 2, 3]. The interest to
it enforced by the indications that its structure at small (Plank) scale can be quite
nontrivial [4, 5]. In particular, it was proposed that such fundamental geometric
features like the metrics or topology are modified significantly in this case [5, 6].
Our work motivated largely by this ideas and we shall explore the possible insights
prompted by Sets Theory, exploring the various set structures of space-time manifold
M . For example, in 1-dimensional Euclidean Geometry, the elements of its manifold
X - the points xi constitute the ordered set. Yet Sets Theory includes other kinds
of sets which also permit to construct the consistent geometries. In this context
we shall investigate Posets and the fuzzy ordered sets (Fosets); in this case their
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elements are incomparable or weakly ordered relative to each other [7, 8]. Basing on
Foset structure, the novel Fuzzy Geometry was constructed which will be studied
here as the possible space-time geometry [9, 10, 11].
In nonrelativistic Classical Mechanics in 1-dimensional space X = R1 the parti-
cle’s states corresponds to the material points xm(t) ordered relative to R1 set, i.e
relative to all its elements {xa}. In distinction on Fuzzy space manifold MF it sup-
posed that the particle’s states correspond to the fuzzy points bm which smeared in
R1 space with an arbitrary dispersion σx. In our approach the quantization regarded
as the transfer from Classical ordered phase space to fuzzy one. In this paper as
the simple model of such transition the quantization of nonrelativistic particle will
be regarded; it will be argued that Fuzzy Geometry in 1-dimensional fuzzy space
induces the particle’s dynamics which is equivalent to Schro¨dinger QM dynamics.
Earlier it was shown that the fuzzy observables are the natural generalization of QM
observables [12]. The ’fuzzy lumps’ were applied in Quantum Gravity and Cosmol-
ogy studies [14]. In the last years it was shown that some fuzzy sets features are
appropriate also for Quantum Logics formalism ([13] and ref. therein).
Remind that in a partial ordered set (Poset) D = {di} beside the standard
ordering relation between its elements dk ≤ dl (or vice versa), the incomparability
relation dk ≀ dl is also permitted; it means that both dk ≤ dl and dl ≤ dk propositions
are false in this case. Fuzzy relations can be regarded as the generalization of
incomparability which introduces its continious measure w. To illustrate its meaning
and other Foset properties, let’s consider the discrete Poset DT which includes the
subset of incomparable elements B = {bj}, and the ordered subset A = {ai}. Let’s
concede that in A the elements indexes grow correspondingly to the elements order,
so that for any i, ai ≤ ai+1. Any bj ∈ B is incomparable at least to one ai ∈ A. The
interval [de, df ] is D
T subset, such that its maximal lower (upper) bound de, df ∈ A,
and any ai, bj ∈ [de, df ], if de ≤ ai, bj ≤ df . For the simplicity let’s consider B
which includes only one element b0. Let’s suppose that b0 ∈ [al, al+n]; n ≥ 2, b0 is
incomparable with all [al, al+n] internal elements: b0 ≀ ai; iff l+ 1 ≤ i ≤ l+ n− 1, so
that b0 in some sense is ’smeared’ inside [al, al+n] interval.
To introduce the measure of incomparability w, let’s put in correspondence to
each b0, ai pair the weight w
0
i ≥ 0 with the norm
∑
w0i = 1. The simplest example
is the symmetric incorability: w0i =
1
n
for ai ∈ [al, al+n] interval; w0i = 0 outside of
it; it can be interpreted as b0 homogeneous smearing inside [al, al+n]. If b0 is ordered
(localized), for example b0 = ai, then w
0
j = δij . If w defined for all aj, bi pairs in
DT , then DT is Foset, and bi are the fuzzy points. Note that in distinction from the
regarded case, in general an arbitrary Foset isn’t necessarily Poset.
The continuous 1-dimensional Foset CT can be defined in the same vein; the
ordered subset A can be substituted by the continuous metricized ( i.e. ordered)
subset X ∈ CT which is equivalent to the real numbers axe R1. In the simplest case
one can take the same B, then B ∈ CT is the discrete subset of fuzzy points, we shall
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regard here only B = {b0}. The interval [xv, xu] is defined analogously to the discrete
case, the fuzzy b0, xa relations are described by the continuous distribution w
0(xa) ≥
0 with the norm
∫
w0dx = 1. Below we shall call the fuzzy space CT = B∪X which
is the direct sum of 1-dimensional Euclidean space and the discrete set of the fuzzy
objects. For our study the following example will be important: let’s consider b0
with w0 support inside the system of noncrossing intervals Ex = {⋃∆j , j = 1, ..., n},
then b0 structure expressed by the relation (proposition) :
LP b := b0 ∈ Ex .and. b0 ∈ ∆1.and. ... .and.b0 ∈ ∆n
so that b0 can’t be ascribed to any particular interval ∆j , but only to their system
Ex as the whole. Note that in Fuzzy Geometry w
0(x) doesn’t have any probabilis-
tic (stochastic) meaning but only the topological and geometric one. The fuzzy
structures to some extent are analogous to Orthomodular or BvN algebras which
describes some Quantum Structures [13]. The remarkable analogy between the un-
certainty of Fuzzy points coordinates and QM uncertainties was noticed already [10],
but no proof of their equivalence was presented. Fuzzy Geometry formalism is the
generalization of regarded examples and is reviewed elsewhere [10, 11]. In brief form
the main results of present paper were published in [2]
2 Fuzzy Mechanics (FM) and Fuzzy States
Now we discuss the transition from Fuzzy geometry to Fuzzy mechanics (FM) which
is analogous to the transition from Euclidean Geometry to Classical Mechanics. The
particle’s state in Classical Mechanics is the ordered point {~r, ~p} in 6-dimensional
phase space R3 ∗R3. We shall consider the fuzzy point in coordinate space and the
description of its evolution by some state. In nonrelativistic case considered here the
time t is the standard real parameter on the axe T . We consider here 1-dimensional
theory on R1 and suppose that FM posess the invariance relative to the space and
time shifts and also is invariant under space and time reflections analogously to
Classical Mechanics; the particle evolution in FM is reversible [15]. In our theory
we identify the nonrelativistic particle m with the fuzzy point b0(t) in C
T manifold
described above; it means that at any t m characterized by the positive density
w(x, t) in 1-dimensional space R1. But its evolution, as will be shown below, can
depends of more complicated correlations between several X points. We concede
that m physical properties at the instant t in an arbitrary reference frame (RF)
described by a fuzzy state |g(t)}, the used notation stresses its difference from Dirac
quantum state |ψ〉. The set of |g} states Ms doesn’t supposed to be the linear space
of any kind a priory, and one of our aims is to derive Ms structure. In this ap-
proach w(x, t) = FN (g) is some functional of |g}, and |g} have the positive constant
norm: N =
∫
wdx = 1. Beside w(x), g can include the additional components g˘,
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which will be used for the description of m evolution parameters; below they will
be related to such m observables as the momentum p and velocity vx. We shall
construct FM as the minimal theory i. e. at every stage it assumed that the num-
ber of degrees of freedom and theory parameters is as minimal as necessary for the
theory consistency. Consequently we shall start from assuming g˘ to be the corre-
lation field g˘ = {gµ(x1, ..., xl)}; µ = 1, n, where gµ are some real functions, in the
simplest case g˘ = {gµ(x)} can be the vector field. FM formalism is based mainly on
geometric premises, analogously to General Relativity. In particular, the choice of
g˘ components will be motivated by Fuzzy Geometry.
For the comparison of the observed effects, besides the nonstochastic (pure) fuzzy
states we shall consider also the mixed fuzzy states gm which are the probabilstic
ensembles of several fuzzy states {gi} with probabilities Pi and are analogous to QM
mixed states [15]. The measurement of m observables in FM will be discussed in
the final part of our paper; here we assume only that x distributions w(x, t) can
be measured by some experimental procedure. In addition, analogously to QM it
supposed that an arbitrarym state can be prepared by some experimental procedure.
The evolution of any physical object can be described as the map of its initial
state g0 to the final g(t); so the evolution of fuzzy point m responds to the fuzzy
map Ξft |g0} = |g(t)}. It’s instructive to start from the study of simple qualitative
properties of such map. In particular, we consider the important effect of the sources
smearing (SS) which is close analog of quantum interference. To illustrate this effect
which is generic for FM, let’s study here 1-dimensional analog of the notorious two
slits experiment (TSE) which widely used for QM foundations discussion [15, 21].
Here we regard the initial state |g0}, which support Ex in some RF consists of ns
noncrossing intervals (bins)Dxi. After g0 preparation at t = 0 presumablym doesn’t
interact with any other object and evolves freely. g0 can be regarded as the source
S(g) for the future state - the signal |g(t)}, the resulting density w(x, t) = Ξft g0.
The fuzzy map Ξft in principle can project the internal fuzzy structure of the source
S(g0) to the distribution of signal density w(x, t), and due to it SS effect will appear.
For the simplicity we shall consider only an infinitely small bins Dxi → 0, so that
w0s can be approximated as:
w0(x) =
ns∑
w0i δ(x− xi) (1)
Let’s consider first ns = 1, w
0
1 = 1 and suppose that in this case FM evolution
extends g0 to w(x, t) spread in some support Ex(t), i.e. w has the finite dispersion
σx(t). Then it can be described as:
w1(x, t) = Cm(g˘
0, x− xl, t)
where the function Cm ≥ 0 is w effective propagator which conserves the norm:
||w1|| =
∫
Cmdx = 1
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at any t. Consider now the situation when ns 6= 1 and the signals from different
sources don’t intersect practically. It’s possible, for example, if wi dispersions σ
i
x(t)
are small, and |xi − xj | → ∞; then
ws(x, t) ≃
∑
wi(x, t)
From this properties, in particular, from w norm conservation, it’s sensible to assume
that wi(x, t) obeys to the relation:
wi(x, t) = Cm(g¯
0, x− xi, t)w0i
called here w-linearity. Consider now ns = 2 case and suppose that w1,2(x, t) for
m emission from Dx1,2 at some t intersect largely, i.e. |x1 − x2| ≤ σ1,2x (t). What
should be expected for the form of joint distribution w(x, t) in that case ? If one
prepares the statistical mixture of g0i states |gm0 }, in that case the weight w0i = Pi
is the probability for m to be in Dxi, and in each individual event m is emitted
definitely by Dx1 or Dx2 at t0, therefore for g
m
0 its structure is described by the
relation (proposition):
LPm := m ∈ Dx1 .or.m ∈ Dx2
Consequently, the final m distribution will be the additive sum
wm(x, t) = w1(x, t) + w2(x, t) =
∑
w0iCm(g¯
0
i , x− xi, t)
For the pure initial m state g0 the following proposition describes the source struc-
ture:
LP p := m ∈ Dx1 .and.m ∈ Dx2
It follows that LPm and LP p are incompatible:
LP p :6= LPm .or. LP e
for an arbitrary proposition LP e which describes also some m signal. The incom-
patibility of LP p, LPm indicates that the fuzzy source S can’t be decomposed into
the sum of the local nonintersecting sources Dx1,2; the density ws(x, t) should have
such form that it makes in principle impossible to represent ws as the sum of two
components which describes the signals from Dx1,2 sources. It should be maximally
different from the mixture wm, so the wm content in ws should be minimal, see
lemma below. Therefore ws should include the nonlinear term wn, for example, wn
can be proportional to
√
w01w
0
2. feature of the fuzzy map.
Hence g internal structure can be characterized by the parameter lg = 0, 1 for
the mixed or pure states correspondingly. In both cases ws formulae for ns = 2
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should be applicable for an arbitrary w0i , in particular, if one of w
0
i → 0. Therefore
it decomposed as:
ws(x, t) = w1(x, t) + w2(x, t) + l
gwn(x, t) = w
m + lgwn (2)
where wn is FM nonlinear term. Due to ws norm conservation, the resulting wn
should obey the constraint
∫
wndx = 0; it means that wn oscillates around 0, and
ws around w
m correspondingly.
The importance of the statements formulated above demands to prove them
formally:
Lemma: wn(x, t) doesn’t contain any linear combination of wi(x, t); because of that
wm content km in ws is negligible. To prove the first proposition for ns = 2 let’s
suppose the opposite:
wn(x, t) = w
′
n(x, t) +
∑
Bfi (x− xi, t)w0i
where w′n - the true nonlinear component, B
f
i (z, t) ≥ 0 are an arbitrary propagation
functions. Then it means that :
ws(x, t) =
∑
(Cm +Bi)w
0
i + w
′
n
But this relation should be true also for w0i = δil; l = 1, 2, corresponding effectively
to ns = 1; in this case ws = w
m, and from that Bi = 0, so if wn 6= 0, then wn(x, t) is
the nonlinear function of w0i . To demonstrate that wn 6= 0 and km = 0, let’s rewrite
ws in the form:
ws(x, t) = kmw
m(x, t) + wa(x, t)
for km ≥ 0 and an arbitrary wa(x, t) ≥ 0 which describes the signal from the
source Sa with an arbitrary structure LP a. The presence of wm component in
ws implicates that: LP
p := LPm .or. LP a, but it contradicts with the obtained
LP p, LPm incompatibility. To demonstrate that |wn| differs from 0, let’s consider
its value inside ws support Es, not including the points xm in which w
m(x, t) = 0. If
to assume that in the rest of Es ws(x) > 0 then ws admits the solution with km > 0.
To exclude it, it should exist at least one point xe for which ws(xe) = 0, from that
follows wn(xe) < 0. In other words the fuzzy map Ξ
f
t permits any ws dependence
on w0i which conserve its norm, except the linear one, from which it should differ
maximally. It’s natural to expect also that wn is local term in a sense that
wn(x, t) = F [w1,2(x, t)]
notwithstanding the dependence on other g components and in our model we don’t
assume it. However the weaker wn locality property, which also follows from wn
nonlinearity, will be used: if at some x, t one of wi(x, t)→ 0, then wn(x, t)→ 0.
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For illustration FM evolution can be compared with the classical diffusion [16].
Its state is described by w(x, t) only, in this case for pointlike source in x = 0 one
obtains:
wD(x, t) =
1
2
√
πk
exp−
x
2
4k2t
where k is the diffusion constant. Naturally for this process for any initial wn = 0,
yet σx(t) → ∞ at t → ∞. One should define also SS measure i.e. the criteria of
signals separation - Rss for the evaluation of smearing rate; depending on it Rss can
vary from 0 to 1. For ns = 2 it depends on the rate of w1, w2 overlap:
Rw =
∫ √
w1w2dx
in any realistic situation Rss ≤ Rw, so to get the maximal SS it’s necessary that
Rw → 1 also. The general Rss ansatz is quite complicated [1], but Rss will be used
in our formalism only in the asymptotic limits Rss → 0 or 1, in that case one can
take Rss ≃ Rw.
From this considerations we propose the simple toy-model of FM which helps
to understand the main features of FM evolution. Let’s consider again TSE initial
state g0 at t0 with w
0 located in ns = 2 pointlike bins. As was argued, SS effects
are generic for FM, and from that FM free evolution should be characterized by
maximal SS, Hence it’s instructive to regard under which conditions it’s possible in
FM. Obviously for ns = 2 the maximal SS for an arbitrary, large Lx = |x1 − x2| is
achieved, if wi dispersion σ
i
x(t) is as large as possible without violation of the theory
consistency.
For example, if wi = w
D(x, t) of classical diffusion (but with resulting wn 6= 0),
then this property is obvious. In relativistic theory for an arbitrary localized ws, the
dispersion σix(t) is restricted by the maximal signals velocity c, so that σ
i
x ≤ ct. In
1-dimensioanl nonrelativistic theory nothing forbids to choose FM ansatz for ns = 1
with σx(t) → ∞ at finite t. In this case wi(x, t) should be Schwartz distribution
(generalized function) for which at x→ ±∞, lim wi(x−xi, t) 6= 0 (or the limits don’t
exist) [18]. This property is called x-limit condition and the class of distributions
which obeys it is denoted W x. In this case for ns = 2 Rss can be independent of Lx,
even for Lx →∞, so such theory doesn’t need the additional length parameters.
To sharpen our arguments let’s consider in this framework ns = 1 case, so that
ws0(x) = δ(x − x0). The resulting ws(x, t) is the distribution and obeys x-limit
condition, therefore x¯(t) and higher x-moments for it are undefined. Beside x0, Ξ
f
t
can project to w(x, t) g0 internal structure. Yet as we assumed g0 internal structure
defined by its geometry, then for ns = 1 g0 has the trivial geometric structure of
the ordered point x0, which means that it has no internal structure at all, in fact.
Therefore if only x0 position defines ws(x, t) and ws(x, t) 6= 0 at |x| → ∞, then
ws(x, t) should be a monotonously decreasing function of ‖x− x0‖. For example it
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can be ws ∼ 1+c exp(− (x−x0)2d2x ); yet as this example illustrates, any such continuous
monotonous function demands at least one length parameter dx ( which can also
depend on t). Yet the minimal FM geometrical theory can be formulated without
such fundamental length dx, in that case the only solution for such g0 leads to
ws(x, t) = const at any t. It assume that FM can include the length scaling - i.e.
conformal invariance properties, and supports Lx → ∞ hypothesis. Meanwhile x0
value should be eventually mapped to |g(t)}, because for free FM evolution all g0
parameters should be extracted from g(t). Thus, |g} should contain at least one more
degree of freedom g˘ beside w(x), as was supposed above. Such g0 free evolution at
first sight seems quite exotic, remind yet that QM predicts the analogous evolution
for the pointlike initial state [17]. Below this FM model prediction for ns = 1 will
not be used directly in the formalism construction, but it will be obtained eventually
as the result of calculations.
Consider now ns = 2 and the particular x1,2, w
0
1,2, in our model ws(x, t) of (2)
obeys x-limit condition. Let’s choose the particular solution ws(x, t) which responds
to the maximal SS. Then w′s(x, t) = ws(x+ax, t) also responds to it for an arbitrary
ax, because Rss depends of ws form only, not of x¯. Therefore w
′
s are also the solutions
for g0 evolution problem, if it depends only on w
0
s . If σx(t) is finite and x¯(t) is well
defined, then it unambiguously stipulated by the initial state and its dynamics; the
example is the classical diffusion. But x¯(t) and higher x-moments are undefined
for ws which obeys x-limit condition, and in that case only ws form can depend on
FM dynamics; thereon ax value should be defined by the initial g0 components, but
the alternative solution with an arbitrary ax is consistent also. This conclusion is
especially obvious if wi(x, t) are practically independent of x, as our consideration of
ns = 1 supposes. ws form can be characterized numerically by its fourier-transform
and other methods which details are unimportant here [20]. It evidences that beside
w0(x), g0 includes at least one more degree of freedom g˘. ax depend on g both in x1
and x2, so if g˘ responds to ax only, it is sensible to concede that it can be represented
as the binary correlation Kf(x1, x2).
In the minimal theory Kf is an arbitrary real function of two variables, which
is continuous or has the finite number of breaking points. Consequently, for ns = 2
ax = f(K
f); if to choose the gauge: ∀xc; Kf (xc, xc) = 0, then in 1-dimension one
obtains for the fixed xc:
Kf(xd, xc) =
xd∫
xc
∂Kf (ξ, xc)
∂ξ
dξ
and from that:
Kf (xd, xe) = K
f(xd, xc)−Kf(xe, xc)
Therefore Kf is, in fact, the function of one observable: Kf (x, xc)→ K(x). Because
of it g can be regarded as the local field Eg(x) = {w(x), K(x)}. To simplify the
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evolution ansatz, we exploit the map OEg(x)→ g(x) which parameters are defined
below. It transforms Eg into the complex function g(x) = g1(x) + ig2(x), where
g1,2 are the real functions. m density - w(x) = Fw(g(x)), where Fw is an arbitrary
analytic function. If g is the local field, it’s natural to assume that w/g zero-
equivalence holds: w(x) = 0 ⇔ g(x) = 0 and the same is true for w, g limits at
x → ∞. In this case if x-limit condition fulfilled for w(x, t), then it’s true also
for g(x, t) which should be also Schwartz distribution. Of course, the alternative
reasons for the additional g degrees of freedom - K(x) appearance can exist, but in
FM, as will be shown below, the proposed explanation is the most appropriate one.
Note that even for the finite σx(t) such ax-dependent ambigous solution can exist in
the theory but their ansatz will be more complicated [20].
Generally one should be careful with the interperetation of w(x, t) distributions,
as the measurable distributions of physical parameters, yet at this stage it’s admiss-
able to regard them at the same ground as the standard, normalized distributions,
as was demonstrated in [21]. Below we shall reconsider this problem. Regarded toy-
model for m free evolution permit to assume that FM dynamics obeys the ’principle
of maximal fuzziness’ (or minimal ordering) which can be formulated as the follow-
ing: at any t m state g(t) characterized by the density w(x, t) having the maximal x
uncertainty σx(t) compatible with the initial g0 structure. Consequently, for ns = 1
g0 has no internal structure and induces w(x, t) = const which has the maximal
possible x uncertainty.
3 Particle Evolution in Fuzzy Mechanics
After the semiqualitative FM toy-model consideration we can turn to the fuzzy
states |g} evolution formalism. From that discussion we concede that m state is
described by a complex function g(x) for which w/g zero-equivalence holds. FM is
assumed to be invariant under X, T shifts and it will be shown that this assumptions
are enough to calculate m free evolution consitently. We shall assume also that for
m free reversible evolution g(x, t) and its Fourier-transform ϕ(p, t) are continuous
for t ≥ t0. We’ll argue that under this conditions g would evolve in accordance
with Schro¨dinger free evolution operator Us(t) and Fw(x, t) = |g(x, t)|2. It would
permit also to find the undefined O map parameters. In general g (or a state of any
physical theory) free reversible evolution is described by the parameter-dependent
operator U(t), so that: g(t) = U(t)g0; U , which correponds to Ξ
f
t , isn’t supposed
beforehand to be linear or unitary. However, it possesses the properties of group
elements: ∀t1,2; U(t1+ t2) = U(t1)U(t2), therefore for m free evolution U(t) = e−iHˆ0t
where Hˆ0 is an arbitrary constant operator [17]. Meanwhile the space shift operator
V is equal to: V (a) = ea
∂
∂x , for the space shift of g(x, t); from that V (a) = eiap
when acting on ϕ(p, t) which is g(x, t) Fourier-transform [15]. The free evolution is
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invariant relative to those X shifts, because of it U(t) commutes with V (a) for the
arbitrary t, a. It’s equivalent to the relation [Hˆ0, p] = 0, from which follows that Hˆ0
for ϕ(p, t) is an arbitrary function of p: H0 = F0(p).
Consider now the initial state g0 for ns = 1: the w/g zero-equivalence at t = t0
and the obvious condition ϕ(p, t0) 6= 0 together result in g0(x) = c0δ(x − x0) for
w0s = δ(x − x0), where c0 is an arbitrary complex number (below we settle x0 =
0, t0 = 0 for the simplicity). Then, from well-known δ(x − x0) Fourier transform
ϕδ(p) = e
ipx0 it follows:
ϕ(p, t) = c0U(t)ϕδ = c0e
−iF0(p)t
Let’s study under which conditions the transition c0δ(x)→ g(x, t) develops smoothly
and continiously. First, it demands that g(x, tj) constitutes δ-sequence, so that
g(x, tj) → c0δ(x) for any sequence {tj} → +0 [20]. It means that for an arbitrary
function χ(x), which belongs to the class of main functions [16], one has:
I(χ, t) =
∞∫
−∞
χ(x)g(x, t)dx→ χ(0)
at t→ +0. It fulfilled only if g(x, t) has t = 0 pole, so that g(x, t) can be decomposed
as: g = gsga, where
gs(x, t) =
c0
f(t)
eiγ(z),
with an arbitrary, complex γ; f(t)→ 0 at t→ 0 so that for the substitution z = x
f(t)
one has:
∞∫
−∞
g(z, t)f(t)dz → 1
at t → +0 [16]. ga is an arbitrary, nonsingular function with ga[zf(t), t] → 1 at
t→ +0. Then under that conditions g(x, t)→ δ(x) at t→ +0. After z substitution
g Fourier transform ϕ alternatively can be represented as:
ϕ′(p, t) = c0
∞∫
−∞
dzga[zf(t), t]e
iγ(z)+izpf(t) = exp−iΓ[pf(t),t]
(3)
Decomposing ga as the row in t, from the equivalence ϕ(p, t) ≃ ϕ′(p, t) in the lowest
t order one obtains the equation:
ϕ(p, t) = e−iF0(p)t = exp−iΓ[pf(t),0]
(4)
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from which follows F0(p) =
ps
2m0
, f(t) = drt
r with rs = 1, where m0, dr are an
arbitrary parameters. From that one finds ga(x, t) = 1, Γ(pf, t) = Γ(pf, 0), and
the former equation holds true at any t. If H0 = F0(p) is regarded as the free
m Hamiltonian, then from its symmetry properties the sensible s values are only
s = 2n, where n are the natural numbers [15].
Let’s consider first the case s = 2, it follows that the free Hamiltonian is H0 =
p2
2m0
and U(t) is the unitary operator for the real m0. Therefore for ns = 1 and
g0(x) = e
iα0δ(x− x0) one obtains :
g(x, t) = G(x− x0, t)eiα0 =
√
m0
−i2πte
i
im0(x−x0)
2
2t
+α0 (5)
where for real, positive m0 value the generalized function G coincides with QM free
particle propagator [21]; it defines γ, f completely. Then in this formalism m0 can
be interpreted as the particle m mass ; note that for an imaginary m0 such ansatz
describes the classical diffusion. g0 for the arbitrary ns can be written as :
g0 =
ns∑√
w0l δ(x− xl)eiα
0
l
where α0l = K(xl) are an arbitrary real constants. Obviously one can transfer
from the sum with ns → ∞ to an arbitrary complex function for the initial state
g0(x) =
√
w0(x)e
iα0(x). In our formalism it evolves as:
g(x′, t) =
∫
G(x′ − x, t)g0(x)dx =
√
m0
−i2πt
∫
e
im0(x
′
−x)2
2t g0(x)dx (6)
which coincides with the free g0 evolution in QM path integral formalism [21]. For
such evolution ansatz one finds that the integral form N2 =
∫ |g(x, t)|2dx is time
independent and can settle N2 = 1, meanwhile in this case Fw = |g|2 satisfies to
m flow conservation equation. Therefore w(x) = Fw can be chosen as m universal
density; in particular, it permit to chose c0 = 1.
Note that for s = 2, g(x, t) 6= 0 at x → ±∞, i. e. satisfies to x-limit condition,
as our minimal FM assumes. Yet it violated for free Hamiltonian with s ≥ 4, in this
case g(x, t) asymptotics can be calculated [19] at x→ ±∞:
g(x, t) ≃ Cg
t
1
s
(
t
1
s
x
)
s−2
2(s−1) expi
s−1
s
m
1
2(s−1) t
−
1
2(s−1) x
s
2(s−1)
with Cg - arbitrary constant. In particular, for s = 4 , |g| ∼ 1
|x|
1
3
. Therefore g → 0
at x±∞, so it contradicts to x-limit condition, and because of it the minimal FM
assumptions are violated. In addition it can be shown that for s ≥ 4 it’s impossible
to construct w(x) = Fw(g) as a nonnegative, local g form which obeys the flow
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conservation. Therefore, all necessary conditions are fulfilled only for s = 2 (see
also the calculations below). It turns out that the obtained U(t) ansatz coincides
with QM Schrodinger evolution operator Us(t) for the free m evolution. Moreover,
it agrees with the simple picture proposed in our FM toy-model. The analogous
results for QM are obtained in the theory of the irreducible representations, but
in that case they are based on more complicated axiomatics, which includes axiom
of RFs Galilean invariance [15]. In distinction Galilean Invariance for g states in
different RFs wasn’t assumed in FM beforehand. It acknowledged in Quantum
Physics that the classical massiive objects, including physical RFs, can be regarded
as the quantum objects in the limit m→∞ [15]. If such approach is correct in FM
framework also, then regarding them as RFs, Galilean transformations for them can
be derived from the obtained FM ansatz for H0. Of course, this hypothesis needs
further investigation, meanwhile in this approach it seems consistent.
Obtained Fw(g) for ns = 1 gives w(x, t) ∼ 1t which describes constant m density
analogously to QM results for the initial state g0 = δ(x) [21]. Therefore for ns = 2
w =
1
t
(w01 + w
0
2 + 2
√
w01w
0
2 cos[p
f
12(t)(x−
x1 + x2
2
) + α12]
where pf12 can be derived from (6). w reproduces QM sources interference; it cor-
responds to the maximal SS with Rss = 1 for w
0
1 = w
0
2. In physics formally the
distributions has the meaning only as the functionals, so we should be careful with
w(x, t) interpretations. One can consider them also as the limit of the normalized
observables distributions; for example, w(x) = const is the limit of Gaussian with
σx → ∞. In this case g(x, t) of (5) as the state originating from from the narrow
source can be substituted by the ansatz:
g′(x′, t) =
∫
G(x′ − x, t)e−
x
2
2σ2x dx
taken in the limit σx → 0. Its main difference from G(x, t) is that its norm∫ |g′(x′, t)|2dx′ = 1.
Now Hamilton formalism for FM can be formulated consistently. In our theory
from X space shift symmetry it follows that m momentum is the operator pˆ = i ∂
∂x
[15] in x-representation and the free Hamiltonian Hˆ0 =
pˆ2
2m0
. In FM the natural U(t)
evolution generalization for the m potential interactions Vm(x) is: Hˆ = Hˆ0+Vm(x).
From obtained relations it results in Schro¨dinger equation for g; the general path
integral ansatz for g can be obtained by means of Langrangian L derived from H
for the given Ve(x) [21]. The quantum phase α(x) properties acquires the natural
description in FM framework: the real physical parameter is K(x) ∼ Kf(x, x′) - the
fuzzy correlation between x, x′, and α = K(x) is its local x representation which is
ambigous up to 2nπ.
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Any complex normalized function g(x) admits the orthogonal decomposition on
|xa〉 = δ(x − xa), and |xa〉 set constitute the complete system [17]. Therefore |g}
set Ms is equivalent to complex rigged Hilbert space H with the scalar product
g1 ∗ g2 =
∫
g∗1g2dx. Consequently, our theory doesn’t need Superposition Principle
as the independent axiom, its content follows from other FM axioms. In FM x is m
observable and it’s sensible to suppose that pˆ and any Hermitian operator function
Qˆ(x, p) is also m observable. For any such Q there are exists the correponding com-
plete system of orthogonal eigenvectors |qa〉 in H. It permit to assume that for FM
measurements description QM reduction postulate for an arbitrary observable Q can
be incorporated in FM copiously, so that the particular outcome of Q measurement
qi appears with the probability P = |〈g|qi〉|2 [15].
Generalization of FM formalism on 3 dimensions is straightforward and will be
regarded in the forcoming paper; here we scatch only the main points. We assume
that the signal g(x, t) from the point-like source w0 = δ(~r − vecr0) possess the
spherical symmetry. The correlation g¯ between two points ~r1,2:
Kf (~r1, ~r2) =
∫
l
∂Kf (~r, ~r2)
∂~r
d~l
is supposed to be independent of the path l over which it calculated. Analogously to
1-dimensional case ns = 2 we assume that for the state from two pointlike sources
independently of the distance |~r1 − ~r2| between them achieved the maximal SS
(calculated over R3).
Note that Plank constant h¯ = 1 in our FM calibration alike it’s done in Relativis-
tic QM; in any case it relates x, p scales in the regarded formalism [21]. We believe
that the results obtained here can have the general meaning for QM axiomatics
considerations independently of FM hypothesis. The proposed FM considers the
nonrelativistic particle for which x is the fuzzy coordinate, yet from the symmetry
of phase space one can choose any observable Q as the fundamental fuzzy coordi-
nate and from this assumption to reconstruct FM formalism. It can be especially
important in the relativistic case, where , in distinction from p, x can’t the proper
observable [15]. Such approach, in principle, can be extended on any physical sys-
tem. In particular, for the secondary quantization the numbers of certain particles
Nc(p) can be regarded as the fuzzy values.
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